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ARMOR STEEL VS OUR COMPETITORS
THE HIGHEST STANDARDS IN PRODUCT AND INTEGRITY

Armor steel Buildings and our Authorized Builders are the symbol of strength and integrity
in the steel building industry. Armor Steel Buildings are truly manufactured to the highest
standards of quality that a customer can expect. Many steel building companies, and almost every
phone broker, “claims” to have the “BEST” product in the industry. Have you ever heard of any of
them claim to have the worst product?

“CLAIMING” TO BE THE BEST IS THE EASY PART!

Any

company
can
“claim” to be the best - that is
the easy part. To be willing to
spend your time and capital to
educate your customer so that
they are confident of it is the
Armor’s commitment to our
Builder and Customer.
To
actually make this commitment
and do it every day is the hard
part. Armor believes that every
customer deserves the highest
quality product they can afford,
with the highest quality of
Customer Service at the most
competitive price. Armor Steel
Buildings believes that these
qualities should come included to our Builders and Customers with your building materials - not
only if one has educated themselves enough to know to ask for them!

I

n today’s highly competitive marketplace, for a steel building company to actually
provide the highest quality of products and Customer Service at the most competitive price,
requires a strong Commitment, a great investment of Capital, and great Customer service.
This is what Armor refers to as the three C’s of successful business.

THE THREE C’S OF ANY SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS

Commitment: Every business owner knows that from the first day of business, one
must make a commitment to do business at a certain level of quality and integrity. The long term
success of the company will be based on the owner’s level of commitment. The commitment will
be reflected by the capital investment of time and money, business associates (such as Armor’s
Builders), the quality of employee’s and how they are paid, the investment into equipment, and
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ultimately how committed associates/Builders, employees and equipment are to servicing
the customers!

Capital: To produce the highest quality steel building product requires a phenomenal
amount of capital investment. An investment into the best computer aided drafting and
fabrication equipment, an investment in obtaining the most knowledgeable and experienced
employees and engineers available. The investment Armor has made into its facilities, work
environment and culture, fabricating equipment and employees is directly reflected in the highest
quality steel building materials and dedicated Customer Service Armor’s customers receive.
What level of commitment would one feel from a salesman or contractor who had promised
quick delivery, the highest quality of product and service, when they show up to dig a foundation
with 2 guys and $10 shovels instead of heavy equipment? What about a phone salesman who’s
only commitment is a cell phone and a lap top?

Customer Service: Very few of Armor’s competitors will even mention Customer
Service as a reason to purchase their product. If they do, it is usually empty words heard from a
salesperson who thought their customer might like to hear it. Quality Customer Service requires a
commitment to ongoing training, experienced and knowledgeable Builders and employees.
Dedication to Customer Service must be built into a company with just as much detail as the
quality that is designed into the product. A great product will not perform great, if the
experience, knowledge and Customer Service you need to install or maintain it is not
available.

It is for these reasons that we at ARMOR Steel Buildings, feel we can say “we are the best,”
no doubt about it! We ensure that ARMOR Steel Buildings don’t just meet, but exceed industry
standards as well as customer’s expectations, down to the smallest detail. In order to maintain
Armor’s solid reputation as the highest quality steel building supplier with the highest level of
integrity, it is vital that our Builders and their customers are just as Confident in our Commitment,
Capital and Customer Service.

Armor Steel Buildings are broken down into the following categories of construction:

The
primary framing system, secondary framing systems, sheeting trim and hardware; to include the
nations best designers, engineers, customer service and delivery fleet.

Please take a minute to review the features and benefits of Armor Steel Building’s as
compared to the standards in the industry. It is then you will see, and truly believe that it is our
confidence in our products, services and prices not our arrogance that defines Armor Steel Buildings
Inc, it is then we truly believe that you will be as confident as we are!

ARMOR’S GUARANTEE: WE PROMISE NO ONE WILL WORK HARDER OR
BE MORE HONEST, TO ASSIST YOU AND YOUR LOCAL BUILDER IN GETTING
YOUR BUILDING INTO YOUR BUDGET.
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AGRICULTURAL

EQUESTRIAN

OFFICE SPACE

COMMERCIAL

PUBLIC FACILITIES
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MODULAR BUILDINGS

4 BASIC STEPS OF CONSTRUCTION
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1 PRIMARY FRAMING
MAIN FRAME
RAFTERS

MAIN FRAME
COLUMNS

WALL GIRTS

2 SECONDARY FRAMING
3 EXTERIOR SHEETING

ROOF
PURLINS

ROOF
SHEETING

4 TRIM PACKAGE

OPENING
TRIM

CORNER
TRIM

WALL
PANELS

GABLE
TRIM

CUSTOMIZE THE BUILDING TO MEET ANY CUSTOMERS NEEDS
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
100% U.S. MADE MATERIALS

BREAKDOWN OF OUR FEATURES VS COMPETITORS
OUR FEATURES

COMPETITORS’ FEATURES

PRIMARY FRAMING & RIGID FRAMES
Solid Steel I-Beam Frames
……………………………………
Continuous Submerged Arc Welded Frames
……………………
Available in Light Gray Primed Frames
……………………
A-325 & A-307 High Strength Bolts
……………………………
Pre-Punched Components
……………………………………
100% U.S. Made Materials
……………………………………….
Design Tested & Engineered
………………………………………
Extensive Weld Inspection Program (Exceeds AISC Standards) ……….
Concrete Drawings Available
………………………………………

Opened Web or Wood Trusses
Spot Welded Frames
Dark Red Primed Frames
Standard Strength Bolts
Field Fabricated Components
Imported Materials
Non-Tested
No Trained Inspection Program
Not Available

SECONDARY FRAMING PURLINS, GIRTS & END-WALLS
Available in Galvanized Purlins and Girts
……………………
Extensive Weld Inspection Program (Exceeds AISC Standards) ……….
Pre-Punched Components
……………………………………

Primered Purlins & Girts
No Trained Inspection Program
Field Fabricated Components

ROOF & WALL SHEETING
Commercial Trim Package
…………………………………
Full Trim on Door Opening
…………………………………
Pre-Formed & Corrugated Ridge Cap
…………………
26 Gauge or Above Sheeting
……………………………………
80,000 PSI Sheeting
…………………………………………
40 Year Paint Warranty (Exterior Sheeting) ………………..…
Additional Sheeting for Concrete Notch
……….................
Full Corrugated Closure Package
…………………………
Heavy Gauge Galvanized Base and Rake Angle
……………
4” Sidewall Overhang
……………………………………
Roll Caulk Sealant on Roof Panels
……………………………

Agricultural Trim Package
Partially Trimmed Openings
Agricultural Flat Ridge Cap
Thinner 29 Gauge Sheeting
50,000 PSI Sheeting
Galvanized (No Warranty)
No Sheeting Notch
No Closure Package
Primered Base & Rake Angle
1” Sidewall Overhang
No Caulking

FASTENERS
5% Extra Screws w/Oversized Fasteners
……………………
Self-Drilling Screws
…………………………………………
Pre-Assembled Neoprene Washers
……………………………
Long Life Screws
…………………………………….………
Standard 1 ¼” Screws (Allows up to 4” Insulation) …………………..

Standard Count of Screws
Self-Tapping (Requires Pre-Drilling)
Self-Assembled Washers
Standard Steel Screws
1” Screws (no Insulation Allowed)

CUSTOMER SERVICE & DELIVERY
Factory to Customer Lifetime Warranty
……………………
Community Freight Cost Options
…………………………..
Engineer-Certified Drawings A.B.& Permit Plans
…………..
After Hours Customer Service
……………………………………….
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Limited or No Warranty
Full Freight Costs
Additional Charge or A.B Plans Only
Voicemail/Answering Service

PRIMARY
& SECONDARY FRAMING
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The Illustration below is a three-bay structure of a typical Rigid Frame Clear span
design, with top mounted “Z” purlins, and sidewall girts. Endwall girts are flush
mounted.
All nuts, bolts, and hardware are included.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)
(I)
(J)
(K)
(L)
(M)

End-wall Rafter
Header
Rake Angle
Door Jamb
Window Framed opening
Sidewall Column
X-Bracing
Eave Strut
Sidewall Girt
Corner Column
End-wall Column
M
Purlin
Rafter (roof beam)

L

K

J
A
I

H
G
F

B
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E
D

ROOF & WALL
PANELS

Armor Steel Buildings, Inc uses 80,000
PSI, 26 gauge PBR
Panel on Roof and Walls
40 Year Paint Warranty
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TRIMS & CLOSURES

Trim, Sealant and Closures provided
standard for maximum protection
against the elements
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TYPICAL METAL
BUILDING HARDWARE

Wall Fastener

Stainless Steel Fastener

High Strength
Bolts

Lap Teks

Outside Closure

Inside Closure

Cable Brace

Eyebolt
Detail

Pop Rivet
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PRIMARY FRAMING & RIGID FRAMES
MATERIALS
Having a Strong, properly designed, engineered and fabricated support of your building’s primary framing is
the first critical step to a Quality building. Our rigid frame beams are made of minimum 50,000 PSI steel
plates of ¼” thick or greater for the manufacture of the beams that are the Primary support for your building.
This much higher tensile strength steel allows for a stronger support beam to meet high snow and wind loads,
while at the same time requiring less depth in the beam due to the additional strength. This provides you
much better clearance inside your building under the haunch, or bottom of the connection of the rafter and
column.
COMPETITION: Many Competitors use 36,000 PSI materials in 3/16” thick steel plates. The 36,000 psi material will
weigh more and require a much deeper steel beam to acquire the same snow and wind loads due to the
lower quality product, which uses up your clearance under the haunch of the beam. So, don’t be
fooled by “puffed” weights of the building. The building weighing more may be an indicator of lower
quality materials.

EQUIPMENT
The rigid frames are solid steel I-beams. A cross section of the frames look like the letter I. The outside of
the I is the flanges while the inside of the I is the web. The flanges on the roof rafters and the side columns are
pre-punched by a sophisticated computer aided flange line that punches precise holes in the flanges so that the
purlins and girts can be bolted directly to the rafters and columns with A307 hi-grade bolts for secondary
connections, with A325 bolts for the connections of Primary Framing. This gives you the strongest
connection from your primary main support beams and secondary purlins and girts as possible. The webs are
cut with a computer aided plasma cutter that cuts the webs from the steel plates with the greatest precision
available which allows for a precise fit when the webs and flanges are welded into the I shape.
COMPETITION: Many competitors do not having the sophisticated computer aided plasma cutters or flange lines to prepunch the holes in the rafter and column flanges and as a result are required to torch the holes into the
flanges or have small brackets or clips that they weld to the flange with only 2 small spot welds to tack
them to the rafters and columns. As a result these “factory welded clips” are subject to be broken off
during erection and shipping, and many times due to hand welding are not welded in the precise
location and are easily knocked off. This causes undue down-time and labor to re-weld. These clips
are popular among the “frame shops”. Some even use open web truss type systems very similar to
wood trusses that are steel with small 11/4 “ flanges and steel rods welded together to make a rafter or
column. These are very cheap and do not have the same structural integrity as a solid steel I-beam.

WELDING
The flanges and webs that make the I-beams are welded together by some of the most sophisticated, computer
aided, automatic submerged arc welded machines in the industry. This expensive equipment reduces the
chance of human error as well as provides the most stringent quality control and uniform welds available in
the industry. This equipment and the Quality control allow the welds to meet or exceed industry standards
such as AISC, MBMA and ICBO standards. The submerged arc welds allow for a much more even
temperature which allows the ¼” and thicker material to withstand the heat of automatic welders without the
welds becoming brittle, cracking, bowing or warping the beam which would make it extremely difficult to
erect.
COMPETITION: Many competitors, due to the high cost of the sophisticated and high quality equipment, still use hand
or “spot” welds or portable Mig welders to weld the flange and webs together. These types of welds
allow for many errors as well as make it difficult to meet strict quality control programs which are
required by most building departments. The thin material can warp if the welding temperature is too
high. The result is a bowed or warped beam which is extremely difficult to erect and will not maintain
the same structural integrity.
Features & Benefits.0408
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ENGINEERING & DESIGN
Armor Steel Buildings are manufactured in fully integrated Plants where practically all components
are designed, engineered and fabricated under the supervision of some of the most experienced
engineering staff in the industry. Our engineering staff alone has over 50 years experience in preengineered buildings and are Engineer Certificated in all 50 states and most Canadian providences.
This provides you with the ability to receive the most complex buildings, completely designed,
engineered, manufactured and delivered directly to your job site.
COMPETITION: Many competitors are brokers who have no equipment and simply purchase components to make steel
buildings from many different suppliers and then sell steel building parts that have not been
engineered. Others pay an independent drafting firm to produce “plans” then pay an independent
engineer to stamp the plans, who is not involved with the company that supplies the parts, let alone
who oversees design, engineering and fabrication. Other small manufactures simply have the basic
hand or portable mig welding machines to make only the beams. These “frame shops” also do not
oversee the design, engineering and fabrication of the entire building, but purchase all other items
required to produce your building from outside steel suppliers and usually have these components
shipped by the supplier to you with out ever checking the quality or quantity.
The Engineered design has a “safety” factor
designed into the strength of the beams for
snow and wind load that usually exceeds the
minimum allowed design by 5-20%. This
additional strength designed into the beams may
cost more but gives you the peace of mind that
your main structural support was not designed
to the lowest possible minimum and as a result
allows for a point load of approximately 5001000 pounds of temporary lift from the beams
when the beams are not under a snow or wind
load stress.

Building Collapse Due to Snow
March 2003—Denver, CO Area
6-7 Feet of Snow in Some Areas

COMPETITION:
Many competitors design the building to the
lowest possible minimums and some do not
have them fabricated to any specific design
loads at all. Others simply put into your
contract that the owner is responsible for removing any snow from the roof which could
allow them to not design the beams or building
for any snow load at all since you would be
responsible for climbing up on the roof and
shoveling the snow off. (See photo Right)

F
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PRIMER
Armor Buildings have a “Master Grey” primer coating sprayed on the beams after the fabrication process has been
completed which provides a primer to protect the beams from rust during shipping. The light grey primer also allows the
finished building a much lighter and brighter interior to compliment the shiny galvanized purlins and girts.
COMPETITION: Some Competitors have no primer or a dark red primer that in some cases was sprayed on before they
purchased the beams and torched the holes for the bolt connections into the beams. The dark red
primer absorbs much of the light on the interior and gives a much darker appearance requiring more
lighting to brighten the interior.
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SECONDARY FRAMING: PURLINS, GIRTS & ENDWALLS
MATERIALS
The Secondary framing of your building consist of purlins, eave struts, girts and post and beam endwalls. These
materials are made of 50,000 PSI coils that are typically 16ga. or greater. The minimum depths on standard buildings
are 8”and are Z shaped members that bolt down to the roof rafters and side columns to join the rigid frames together.
These members are available entirely galvanized and do not require painting to prevent rusting and corrosion. The shiny
galvanized material gives the building a much brighter and new look to the interior.
COMPETITION: Many competitors use 4” or 6” purlins and girts that are just 36,000 PSI. Most have the dark red
primer which would require painting to slow the rusting and corrosion.

EQUIPMENT
The purlin, girt, and endwall materials are de-coiled, punched and roll formed through some of the most sophisticated
computer aided roll forming equipment available. This equipment is capable of rolling both Z and C shape members
from 4” up to 12” in depth. It assures the highest quality available in punching precise holes for the bolt connections to
the flanges and at the holes that connect the overlap of the purlins and girts. The overlap is 2-3 ft. to provide an
additional safety factor. The equipment also provides a pre-marked part number on the components to match the
drawings for ease of erection and to assure an accurate count of the pieces on the shipping list for each order. The eave
strut is the piece that bolts where the roof and wall sheeting will meet. It is rolled in a wide bottom “C” so that the top
flange matches the pitch of the roof to prevent dimpling when fastening the roof sheets to it.
COMPETITION: Since many competitors and frame shops do not have their own roll-forming equipment, they order the
purlins, girts and eave struts in standard lengths and “standard hole punch” from other vendors. This
means that the secondary members on your building are not designed or manufactured to specific
engineered lengths to accommodate the proper overlap and spacing of your rigid frames or to specific
bolt connection and overlap requirements. This requires expensive and time consuming field work to
torch holes in the members to bolt them down to the rigid frames as well as torching holes to be able to
bolt the purlin and girts at the overlaps which may only be 6”-12”. Many times their eave strut is the
same shape member as the purlin. Due to the roof being at a pitch and meeting the wall panel which is
straight; the eave strut does not have the adjustment for the change of angles and does not allow the
roof panels to fasten securely and evenly.
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ROOF, WALL SHEETING & FASTENERS
MATERIALS
There are four factors that make the strength of the Armor roof and wall panels one of the highest in the industry; the
80,000 PSI hi-tensile strength, the 26 gauge minimal thickness (Available in 24 gauge also), the 42 inch wide coils that
allow for a (36” net) wide sheet with 11/4” deep corrugations that act as a rigid steel stud and are 12 inches on center.
The wider coil also allows for the purlin bearing rib (PBR) on both the roof and wall panels which supports the panels
while being fastened at the overlaps and prevents oil-canning, spreading and leaking. Our semi-concealed wall panels are
a very attractive option that is available on some models for a minimal charge.
COMPETITION: Many competitors use 50,000 PSI, 29-26 gauge panels that are only 38-41 inches wide which may
allow as low as only a ¾ inch deep corrugation. This soft tensile strength, thinner, shallow corrugation
and narrow material while cheaper allows for a much weaker panel and does not provide the PBR
panel on both the walls and roof. These low quality factors allow the holes around the fasteners to
become enlarged due to vibration and “humming” when the panels are put under pressure from wind
and snow and may eventually cause leaking or in severe weather may cause the panel to fail which
allows the entire building to twist and strips the panel from the building like peeling a banana. (See
photo below)
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COATINGS
To provide the highest quality product available your color coated panels have two coatings. The coils the panels are
made using an AZ55 Galvalume coating which is 55% aluminum, 45% zinc, and has a 25-year rust through perforation
warranty by the steel mill. In addition, color coated panels have an additional coating over the top of the galvalume
coating that carries a 30 year coating warranty against chipping, cracking, peeling and blistering of the paint. (See
certificate)
COMPETITION: While some competitors provide only a galvanized coating that comes with a 1-year warranty, most
competitors provide the patented galvalume coating. However, many only provide a 20 year warranty
on the color coating and some provide only five or ten year paint warranties unless you demand the
higher quality. This is the reason that many competitors leave off any reference to coating warranties
on their quotes. (Be sure to always ask for certificates of warranties)

EQUIPMENT
Armor Building’s roof and wall panels are formed through the most sophisticated, computer-aided, roll-forming
machines available. This expensive equipment with the engineering design and input provides neatly stacked,
continuous panels up to 40 feet long with a smooth and straight finish in precise quantities and cut within a 1/8”
tolerance. They are designed specifically for your building with a 6” overlap at panel ends and a 4” overhang at the low
eave side to keep rain and snow away from the sides and from blowing back under the roof sheets. These panels are
formed, cut, covered and packaged on site and loaded directly onto the truck to be delivered to your jobsite. This helps
eliminate costly labor and down time from missing, weather damaged, field cutting or splicing incorrect panels.
COMPETITION: Many competitors do not have this roll-forming equipment and therefore must order the panels from
other vendors simply from a cut list which allows for incorrect quantities and shipping damages due to
the panels being shipped to multiple locations prior to reaching your jobsite. Some brokers order the
panels in standard cut lengths for all buildings which means field cutting or unnecessary overlaps in
the roof panels which do not have the additional overlap at ends and only have an 11/4” overhang at
the low eave. Some provide “seconds” who may not meet the quality control standards of the major
manufacturers or many building departments.

MASTIC ROOF SEALANT
We provide a 7/8” mastic tape for a double row, or bead, where the sheets overlap vertically at the ends of panels; such
as at the ridge caps or on buildings that have overlaps on continuous slopes greater than 40 feet. We also provide the 7/8”
mastic for the overlaps on the horizontal side of the panels where they overlap. This extra wide mastic assures a much
tighter seal on the overlaps so that the fasteners, when penetrating the mastic and panels, will seal the screw and the
penetration to assure no leaks when installed properly.
COMPETITION: Many competitors provide only 3/8” mastic and do not provide for the vertical double row at the end
laps. This much narrower mastic is extremely difficult to place exactly in the center of the 11/4 “wide
overlap on the horizontal side laps of the panels. Therefore when the fasteners penetrate the panels it
misses the mastic which allows for air pockets and leaks. Some brokers provide tubes of caulking
which is also extremely messy and difficult to install or do not provide the mastic at all.
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FASTENERS
Many competitors do not understand that roof leaks are one of the most damaging, expensive, frustrating, long term,
maintenance and repair items that a customer may deal with in any building structure. As such, it is the last place that a
customer would want to cheapen the building. The roof fasteners and proper installation is the most important part of the
roof system. Armor Buildings come with the highest quality fasteners, available in surgical stainless steel, that have a
lifetime warranty on the roof and wall panels. This provides a lifetime of use without oxidation or rust and matches the
shiny galvalume coating. For color coated panels we provide stainless steel color coated caps that match the wall panel
colors. The fasteners come standard with self tapping for panel overlaps, or self drilling for panel to structural steel
attachment which eliminates the time consuming pre-drilling of holes. The fasteners also come standard 11/4” long to
accommodate up to 4” insulation, with pre-assembled washers so that when properly installed with the 7/8” mastic, it
seals air-tight, and prevents over drilling which can rip the penetrations causing burrs and crack the paint, all of which
may cause rust and roof leaks. Fastener counts are calculated and weighed to the ounce to eliminate shortages and come
with 2-5% additional fasteners to assist you with those you drop.
Because many competitors only ship a product and do not have the best result for their customers in mind, or they don’t
have to live with the long term repair cost of the roof system as their customers do, many of them provide only a 1”
fasteners and can charge extreme amounts for change orders later to get the correct length of fastener for your insulation.
Many times you will have the expense of paying for fasteners to be delivered separately, after the building is delivered
because the correct length was not determined prior to delivery. Most competitors provide “standard count” zinc
fasteners which they may call a “long Life” fastener and may not even have the pre-assembled washers which will allow
rust on the steel burrs from the fastener penetrating the roof. Unless you have educated yourself enough to know to
demand the stainless it is very unlikely you will get them. Armor believes you deserve and expect quality and it should
come included, not only if you know to ask for it.

RIDGE CAPS
The ridge cap is made of the same tensile strength, thickness, corrugation, and materials as the roof and wall panels and
is roll-formed by the same precise equipment. It matches the corrugations in the roof panels and is then die-formed for
the appropriate roof pitch to seal the peaks of the building where the two roof panels join. It is one of the other critical
pieces to the roof system and is a 3’x3’ piece that overlaps 6” at each vertical end lap again with a double row of 7/8”
mastic.
COMPETITION: Many competitors provide a flat sheet 24” x 24” ridge cap that requires hand bending and screws to the
hi-ribs of the roof panel and does not match the corrugation. This allows air to flow under the ridge
cap between the hi-ribs of the roof panel. Even though they may provide a closure in an attempt to
seal the ridge it quickly deteriorates due to weather elements and birds trying to nest. Be careful of the
competitors who tell you that the building comes with ridge vents standard. It does.
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TRIM & HARDWARE
TRIM MATERIAL
Having a beautiful yet strong, complete and nicely detailed trim package on your building puts the finishing touches to
your building that reflects you’re personal taste for the quality that is incorporated throughout the entire Armor Buildings
Structure. Your building comes with absolutely the nicest trim package available. The trim is made of the same high
quality 26 gauge, 80,000 PSI material and comes with both of the same quality galvalume and painted coatings as the
panels of the building. It is also roll-formed by state of the art computerized equipment that gives precise lengths and
counts.

RAKE TRIM:
Is provided to cover the sheeting edges at the ends of the building as it rises to the peak. It is a beautifully
sculptured trim that seals the building at the ends. It has corrugations that project out 3” at the ends of the
building to give the trim a rigidness to eliminate folding and creases in the trim as it is installed.

CORNER TRIM:
Is also sculptured to make a nice complete finish were the wall panels join at the corners of the building.

STEEL CLOSURE EAVE TRIM:
Is one of the unique features of your Armor Building that demonstrates the quality and attention to detail. The
Steel closure has the same corrugation at the top as the roof panels so that the Hi-ribs of the trim dovetail into
corrugations on the bottom side of the roof panel. This 6” trim, along with the neoprene closures that are placed
3” below the roof under the steel closure eave trim seals the entire side of the building against dust, insects,
birds, wind and water. In addition it gives a professional finish look to the building where the side and roof
sheets meet. This also allows for the roof to be installed, if necessary, prior to the wall panels.

FRAMED OPENING TRIM:
The jamb cover trim matches the other trim colors and covers the entire 8” jamb that forms the framed openings
for your door openings. With out this trim the framed openings would have the jambs exposed and makes the
building look like you forgot to finish it. Due to the additional cost it is the most common trim to be left out by
competitors. The framed openings also come with the J-trim that covers the cut edges of the sheeting where it
meets the framed openings.

BASE TRIM:
Is the trim that attaches to the base angle at the bottom of the wall panels that completes the finish of the panel
where it meets your concrete. This again gives the building that extra attention to detail that gives it a beautiful,
completed and finished look.
COMPETITION: Due to the additional cost of material to provide a really detailed trim package, most
competitors provide only a 2-3” Rake, corner; eave and j-trim for the framed openings.
Because the computerized roll-forming equipment is so expensive many use press breaks to
form a flat trim and can not provide the sculptured and corrugated trim that makes it more
attractive and rigid for easier installation. This flat trim will be flimsy and results in creases
or folds in the trim because it will fold when it is picked up and will have ripples when it’s
installed. The press break may crack the paint when the trim is crimped at the cut edges.
Therefore, some competitors do not crimp the edges and leave a sharp and dangerous steel
edge exposed.
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RAKE & BASE ANGLE:
The base and Rake angles are completely galvanized, 16 gauges, 2”x4” angles. The rake angle provides the
support at the top of the end wall sheeting where it covers the end of the purlins. The base angle attaches to the
concrete to support the wall sheeting at the bottom of the sheets. The oversized base and rake angles make it
much easier to hit the angle when screwing the wall panels on and eliminates missing the angle, which leaves
holes when screwing the panels to the angle. The 16 gauge galvanized angle is much stronger and provides
resistance to rust and a much heavier and stronger support for a lifetime of use and abuse.
COMPETITION: Competitors typically provide a 2”x2” rake and base angle that is only primed red and offers
no resistance to rust against the sweating, condensation, moisture and dampness of the
concrete it attaches to. The smaller angle is only 20 gauge which is very susceptible to
damage and offers much less support to the build up of snow, dirt or other pressure at the base
of the sheeting and is very easy to miss due to attempting to center the screw pattern when
fastening the sheeting. This is why so many buildings have the sheeting loose at the base
within a few years.

CLOSURES:
We provide neoprene closed cell closures to prevent penetration of water, moisture, air, dust, insects and birds
which assures weather tightness to your building. Closures are provided under the roof panels and under the
eave and rake trim. The closures have the same corrugation as the panel to make a tight weather seal and also
have an adhesive back to assist staying in place during installation.
COMPETITION: Many competitors provide an 11/2” non-adhesive standard roll of foam closures that
compresses when the sheeting is attached, due to not being formed to match the panel
configuration. With out the adhesive it is very difficult for the closure to stay in place while
trying to install the trim or panel against it. The closures will sag and fall out of place during
installation or shortly after with out the adhesive to hold them in place.

BRACING
Cable bracing is one of the other very important structural components of the building to meet snow, wind and
safety factors; especially with the highly increased requirements for snow and wind due to catastrophic natural
disasters. Each building will come with galvanized cable bracing in the roof and all 4 walls to handle
longitudinal loads applied to the building. The cables are fabricated on site, specifically for your building per
the engineer’s requirements. Typically this will require 1 bay of bracing on each side of the roof and walls out
of every 5 bays of length. Your building will also come with flange brace angles that bolt from the main beams
to the purlins and girts on the side columns and roof rafters; which assure that allowable compressions are
adequate for any combination of snow or wind loads. This in layman terms means that it helps keep the main
frames from twisting when under extreme pressure from a combination of heavy wind or snow loads or possibly
from different directions. For steep pitches the building will come with bridging angles that attach to the
bottom or through the purlins to prevent the purlins from rolling or twisting.
COMPETITION: Many competitors use “diaphragm” bracing which means that they do not provide cables to
brace the frames for the roof and walls; but count only on the sheeting itself. While this may
be acceptable to many engineering standards it does not meet the safety standards required by
our engineers because it only takes cutting a small window framed opening into that wall to
destroy the structural integrity of the diaphragm bracing. Very few customers can guarantee
that they will never want to ad a door or window to an entire sidewall of a building to save the
$50.00 worth of cable. Some companies use rod bracing which by the time it reaches the
jobsite and is ready to install may be warped or bent and sags making it much more difficult
to install. However, rods are suggested for extreme high seismic areas due to the popping the
cables may get with heavy seismic activity.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE & SHIPPING
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Quality customer service requires a commitment and must be built into a company with just as much
detail as the quality that is designed into the product. Great customer service is just as important to
you as a customer, as the quality of the product. A great product will not perform great if the
knowledge and service you need to install or maintain it is not available. There are many steps that
the Armor Steel Buildings designs into the customer Service process to educate the contractor and
customer to allow the smoothest, ordering, engineering, fabrication, and delivery process as possible
and is designed to allow a great overall customer experience.
COMPETITION: Very few of our competitors will even mention customer service as a reason to purchase their product.
And if they do it is usually empty words and is heard from a sales person who thought you might like
to hear it. Unfortunately, it is not something you can just simply say you do. Quality customer service,
just like a quality product, requires capital, commitment and knowledge. A company that is not
committed to spend the time, money and effort in providing you a top quality product is certainly not
going to spend the time, money and effort in providing you customer service; because to them
customer service is after the sale. Need we say more?

WARRANTY
Is very much a part of customer service because if you should have any concerns about your
building purchase this is where you should start investigating. Having knowledgeable customer
service representatives is only the beginning. In addition to the 30 year paint, the 25 year galvalume
rust through, the stainless steel fastener warranties discussed; your building also comes with a 1 year
workmanship warranty on welds and materials and a lifetime snow and wind load warranty. With
fully integrated plants and engineering we can provide you with an unlimited time frame on the
entire steel structure being designed to the snow and wind load requirements requested on your
contract for a lifetime of use with these warranties being passed directly to the end customer.
COMPETITION: Wood frame competitors usually only have a 5 year warranty on wind and a 5-20 year pro-rated
warranty that reduces each year on snow and wind (even though most collapses from snow are credited
to wind) and a 10 year warranty on paint. This results in significantly higher insurance cost. The
broker and “frame shop” competitors, which are not integrated plants, can not very realistically
warranty a complete building due to the fact that they provide components and engineering from so
many different vendors that determining who warranties the entire building is extremely difficult
compared to when your building is designed, engineered and fabricated under strict guidelines from
our engineering and quality control teams.

10 STEP BUILDING PROCEDURE PROCESS
We have designed a 10 step building procedure process that will educate you to the basic steps of
your building order procedure. Communication is the key to any construction project and our
customer service managers are some of the most highly trained in the industry. They will contact
you shortly after your order is received to get familiar with you and your project and to offer you a
toll free number that will ring to their cell phones giving you 24 hour access when it is necessary and
continue contacting you periodically through out the entire process. They will also mail you a
welcome packet that includes the building procedure checklist. We truly believe that too much
customer service is better than not enough.
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS & ASSEMBLY MANUALS
Having a good understanding of the drawings and construction of your building will give you a great
boost in getting your project through building departments and completed smoothly. Because of the
capital investment into computer-aided design, engineering and drafting equipment and having some
of the most experienced engineers in the industry; your drawings will be some of the most clear and
detailed in the industry. The first set of Structural drawings or “approval drawings” can usually be
provided on less complex projects with in 5-10 days of your approved and accepted order which
allows you to review and approve them and begin preliminary work with your contactor, building
and zoning departments. Engineer stamped permit drawings are typically provided in 10-15 days
from the time of final verification and revisions, which is typically required to submit for permits on
the steel building. Construction drawings are provided with the delivery of your building along with
a very detailed assembly procedure manual that gives tremendous step by step assistance in the
assembly process. By using the detailed shipping list, the assembly manual and by matching the part
number marked on the components to the part number on the table on each page of the construction
drawings as well as the detailed pages showing the connections, the correct pre-punched and label
pieces are easily identified for quick and easy assembly. And Remember, should you ever have a
question please feel free to call the toll free customer service number. Even after hours, if they can’t
answer your question they will know someone who can. The only stupid questions are the ones we
don’t ask.
COMPETITION: Competitors typically provide only the permit and construction drawings. Some have an erection
manual that is usually outdated and does not coincide with the drawings. Some companies provide
only an anchor bolt layout page with a letter of certification for snow and wind loads. Since they are
not fully integrated factories with their own engineering, drafting and fabrication staffs and facilities
many brokers or “frame shops” have a drafting company or cad operator produce drawings for them
and then send them off to an independent engineer to have them stamped. This creates concern for
many building officials due to the fact that the “overall” building is not designed, engineered,
fabricated or delivered under the same supervision. In fact, there are many cases know where the
components delivered were not even what was reflected or required on the drawings or engineer
stamped letter. This is similar to getting a blue print for a product and then purchasing the components
to fabricate it yourself. Hardly the “pre-engineered” building you expected.

VERIFICATION
Getting your project exactly right in the beginning is very important in getting it exactly right at the end for a
lifetime of use and property appreciation. After all this is not a purchase that you use once or twice and throw
away. We realize that next to your home this may be the most significant purchase you will ever make. Since
many customers are not experienced designers, contractors or buyers in construction projects or steel
buildings; we have developed a relationship with a third party company who has experience in most phases of
construction and who at no charge to you, will review not only your steel building order but your overall
construction needs. They will verify and double check the details of your construction project to assist you in
avoiding any costly mistakes and to handle any building revision request. Mistakes in estimating, ordering
and fabrication of materials are the most costly and frustrating part of any construction project. We have
found that having suggestions or advice on suppliers, vendors or sub-contractors is always welcome and saves
the customer time and money.
COMPETITION: Most competitors do not have any type of verification process, let alone a third party company that will
assist you with questions or information on your overall project as much as they possibly can.
Education should start before the sale and continue through the process. Unfortunately, many
companies make their profit on the change orders that are done after you are educated to the mistakes
you may have made and this is why some of them “Guarantee” the lowest price. This usually
guarantees they are counting on you to make a mistake on your order.
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DELIVERY
For the sake of absolute honesty, delivery of any product can be one of the most difficult phases of
any product if not communicated properly. To avoid costly delays or damages requires very detailed
instructions and communication from both parties. With good communication and a clear
understanding the delivery process can be one of the final steps in a great, overall customer
experience. A detailed outline of this process starts with the purchase agreement and continues
through out the customer service, order processing, verification, and scheduling process. By
affiliation of ownership, Armor Steel Building Owners and Management have 3 manufacturing
facilities that ship approximately 400 buildings or more every month across the U.S. Due to this
many customers will contract community freight which allows the customers significant savings in
the total cost of freight by having their building shipped with others going to a certain geographical
area. The scheduling and shipping departments will contact the customer to verify C.O.D.’s and give
an estimated time of delivery so that they may schedule the necessary equipment for unloading. In
most cases we can provide drivers who are experienced in the unloading and inventory procedures to
assist the customers who are unfamiliar with this procedure. Each driver is required to complete a
detailed inventory of the components, verify the contents and accept the bill of lading and shipping
list. This along with fabricating, loading, tarping and shipping the product directly from the factory
to your jobsite gives us the best chances of eliminating delays, damages, shortages and missing
components.
COMPETITION: Many competitors are accustomed to shipping only to contractors and do not have the customer service
or shipping staff to keep in contact with the customers. Many companies simply load the truck and
ship the product with out even so much as a phone call due to the fact that most General Contractors
are onsite and can accept deliveries anytime. In many cases the “frame shops” and brokers are
ordering components from multiple vendors and must use consolidated freight which means that the
components are loaded and unloaded many times at relay stations to ultimately get the product to your
jobsite. This almost always creates shortages, damages and makes it extreme difficulty in getting
replacement parts and you may have up to 3-4 separate deliveries. Trying to get someone to take your
call or assist you in dealing with multiple shipping companies can be very difficult.
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CERAM-A-STAR® 1050 LIMITED WARRANTY
This limited warranty applies only to goods identified on an AKZO NOBEL Product Data Sheet as PRODUCT which are applied
to metal after this document is signed by AKZO NOBEL and SUPPLIER, in accordance with parameters specified on the AKZO
NOBEL Product Data Sheet within six months after shipment from AKZO NOBEL.
Although it is recognized by AKZO NOBEL and SUPPLIER that most coatings, including PRODUCT, will fade and change
appearance to some degree over a period of time in outdoor installation, and that such changes may not be uniform between
surfaces not equally exposed, AKZO NOBEL warrants that the PRODUCT covered by this warranty will conform to the
performance standards listed below:
For forty (40) years, PRODUCT will not peel, flake, or otherwise lose adhesion to an extent that is apparent on ordinary
outdoor visual observation. NOTE: Slight crazing or cracking may occur on roll-formed edges or break bends at the time
of forming, and is considered as standard – such crazing or cracking shall not constitute a basis for complaint under this
limited warranty; and
For thirty (30) years, sidewall panels of PRODUCT will not change color more than five (5) ΔE (delta E) Hunter units and roof
panels will not change more that seven (7) ΔE (delta E) Hunter units when measured per ASTM D 2244 on clean surfaces
after removing dirt, other surface deposits and chalk per ASTM D 3964; and
For thirty (30) years, sidewall panels of PRODUCT will not chalk more than a number eight (8) rating and roof panels will not
chalk more than a number six (6) rating when measured per ASTM D 4214, Method A.
This is an anti-weathering limited warranty and does not apply to other causes of degradation, including:
PRODUCT which has suffered scratching or abrasion or has been damaged by abrasive or chemical cleaners; has been abused,
altered, modified, used in a manner not originally intended, or stored contrary to recommendations of AKZO NOBEL, SUPPLIER,
or the coil coater, or contrary to good industry practice; has been damaged due to moisture entrapment in coils and/or bundles
during transit or storage; has been stored or installed in a way which allows standing water on the coating or in any chemically
aggressive environment (containing such substances as fumes, ash, salts, dirt, grease, or high humidity); has been stored or installed
in such a way that allows contact with animals and/or animal waste or its decomposition products; has suffered from improper
forming, fabrication or embossing; corrosion of the substrate and/or corrosion at cut edges; or develops any other condition
between the coating and the substrate which causes the coating to degrade or delaminate;
PRODUCT which is installed within 1000 meters (3250 feet) of salt water.
If AKZO NOBEL’s PRODUCT fails to comply with our limited warranty, due to any defect in material or workmanship, AKZO
NOBEL will bear the full cost of labor and material to replace or refinish the defective portion of the field installation. The decision
whether to replace or refinish to remedy an honored claim will be made at the sole discretion of AKZO NOBEL. If AKZO
NOBEL’s investigation indicates that the claimed defect is not covered by this limited warranty, SUPPLIER shall reimburse all of
AKZO NOBEL’s third party expenses incurred in connection with the investigation of the claim. This warranty also applies to the
part(s) being repainted, repaired or replaced, but only for the unexpired portion of the warranty period applicable to the original
coat coated part.
THIS LIMTED WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IS IN LIEU OF ANY WARRANTY OR MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS
FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR OTHER WARRANTY OR QUALITY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND
WHETHER WRITTEN OR ORAL. Correction of non-conformities in the manner and for the period of time provided herein shall
constitute fulfillment of all liabilities of AKZO NOBEL to SUPPLIER with respect to or arising out of the goods whether based on
contract, negligence, strict liability in tort, or otherwise.
AKZO NOBEL SHALL NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, such as, but not limited to, damage or loss of other property or equipment, loss of profits or revenue, cost of capital,
cost of purchase or replacement of other goods, or claims of customers or Purchaser for business or service interruptions. THE
REMEDIES OF SUPPLIER SET FORTH HERIN ARE EXCLUSIVE.

Some Restrictions May Apply. Contact Manufacturer for Details
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